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Abstract
This article is on teaching user-friendly web design: A case study on Zillow.com in the real estate industry. The previous article discussed the 
importance of web design to help a business reach customers. The extension of this principle is a company’s social media presence. With the 
boom in sales in 2021, the real estate market is experiencing unprecedented volume and quick turnaround. A contributing factor to this is the 
ease of information access across online platforms and Zillow.com is a prime example of how to capitalize on social media to increase traffic and 
interest in available properties. The use of analytics allows them and other real estate agencies to use the data received to target customers and 
also provide users with data visualization to help them in their search.
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Introduction

Zillow.com and similar real estate websites are undeniably helpful in 
providing home buyers a one-stop shop to browse all the listings in their area, 
filtered by location, price, number of bedrooms and bathrooms, HOA fees, 
square footage, and more. It also allows communication with local agents and 
the ability to schedule walk-through appointments, all from the site or app. In 
addition, Zillow has a large social media presence with several unaffiliated 
Instagram accounts run by Samir Mezrahi, including Zillow Gone Wild, Zillow 
Gone Mild, and Zillow Gone Wild Celebrity Homes that highlights the best (or 
the best of the worst) listings available. On February 6, 2021, Dan Levy and the 
cast of Saturday Night Live parodied the idea of people browsing the listings 
and lusting over the available houses. The real estate market has become a 
source of entertainment, and this social media presence is beneficial to agents 
at all levels and has become part of the larger online culture. Indeed, with “a 
significant portion of users are susceptible to develop addictive behaviours 
related to Facebook use” (as well as similar social media sites) the addictive 
behaviours spread across app function to blur the lines between information 
and entertainment, especially when it comes to real estate listings [1]. In this 
article, the application of big data analytics from social media and websites and 
data visualization online as pertaining to real estate will be discussed.

Literature Review
Advancing technology affects homebuyers

Available houses for sale often have a plastic stand in the front yard with 
the sales sheet for any interested lookers who happen to pass by, but there 
are much more effective ways to market that will reach a wider audience. In 
fact, technology has advanced to the point where potential buyers can do a 
3D virtual walk through of a property without leaving their couch, even if it is 
located 2,000 miles away. Although these systems provide users “convenient 
access to available real estates,” and allow users to “explore the properties 

by themselves,” “they still have some drawbacks," who are working on 
“multidimensional visualization methods” to help “less informed users…learn 
about the local real estate market step by step” [2]. By including intuitive and 
visual designs, data analytics can be built into a website to help home buyers 
who may not even realize how it works to aid them in their search. An effective 
analytics system “integrate state-of-the-art interactive visualizations to enable 
end users to…gain insight into the real estate market” [3]. This is part of the 
user friendly design of Zillow, to organize listings in a way that appeals to the 
searcher.

This doesn’t only help the homebuyers, but also the company offering 
listings. 3D technology levels the playing field for SMBs in real estate “the 
same way Amazon has created a level playing field for all sellers,” suggests 
Rakheja J [4]. “3D visualizations give them the power to avail the luxury of 
easily showcasing even the most complex of projects to clients worldwide.” The 
importance of appearance cannot be underestimated. In fact, when calculating 
market value, sites like Zillow Trulia and Refin have proprietary formulas to 
determine market value, which sometimes turns out to be “highly inaccurate” 
[5]. He found that “in addition to home characteristics including size, offered 
price and number of bedrooms… one of the key factors that affects the value 
of a house is its interior and exterior appearance, which is not considered in 
calculating automatic value estimates,” especially when it comes to “luxury” 
listings and including this information outperforms Zillow’s automatic estimate 
formula [5].

Just as real estate agents have often showcased a home in the past 
with pictures taken from flattering angles or artfully cropped, which end up 
being inaccurate at best to highly misleading when compared to reality, data 
visualization can be skewed in presentation. He has an insightful observation 
on the use of data visualization: 

The goal of data visualization is to convey a story to the viewer [6]. This 
story could be in the form of general trends about the data or an insight. Creating 
effective data visualizations is similar to being good at storytelling: It involves 
conveying relevant and interesting information at the right level of detail. This 
makes the data visualization task more of an art and less of an exact science. 
Along with the core statistical insights that we intend to present, aesthetics 
of presentation are equally important. This is not to say that we can hide the 
lacunae of our analysis by clever presentation tricks. Just like clear writing, 
clear and effective presentation should make our data analysis transparent, 
so that the viewer can fully understand and appreciate the complete picture.

Discussion 

Big data analytics in real estate

Data analytics can be complex in any scenario, with a large volume of 
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Figure 1. Data never sleeps from domo.com.
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information that is often rapidly changing. “The analysis of the real estate 
market is very challenging as the data are high dimensional and have complex 
spatial and temporal patterns” [3]. However, even though challenging, the use 
of the available data is worth the effort. “Big data can tackle the ever-present 
issues of customer regrets related to poor quality of information or lack of 
information in smart real estate to increase the customer satisfaction using 
an intermediate organization that can process and keep a check on the data 
being provided to the customers by the sellers and real estate managers” [7]. 
“Perceived attractiveness” can be used as a “quantitative measure” to predict 
the best ways to present a home for sale [8]. “Major characteristics of big 
data can be summarized using the seven vs., which include variety, volume, 
variability, value, visualization, veracity, and velocity” [7]. By focusing on the 
wants of customers, listings can be targeted to appropriate parties. 

There are many examples of how big data analytics can be used to 
provide information about target audience, market trends, and effective growth 
or sales strategies. “Internet marketing research contains a large amount of 
objective user-generated and system-recorded data when users/consumers 
interact with the target websites” [9]. Looking at Facebook as an example, 
the advertisement manager allows the performance of paid ads to be tracked, 
“including aggregated demographics of Facebook users who clicked on the 
advertisement, their likes and interests according to their Facebook profiles, 
and more” [10]. This data can be used on a macro and micro level. See 
for a visualization of the vast amount of data that can be generated in just 
one minute across various websites (Figure 1). Regarding the big picture, 
combining online Facebook user information with a comparison to a country’s 
overall development and gender gaps can help identify internet and mobile 
phone gender gaps [11]. When it comes to the micro level, it can provide 
analytics on the effectiveness of the website itself: “Click analytics is a powerful 
technique that displays what and where users are clicking on a webpage…
to easily identify areas of high and low usage on a page without having to 
decipher website use data sets” [12]. In real estate, as in many industries, the 
budget for offline marketing is still higher than online, as people do still use 
traditional methods to search for available properties, but increasing digital 
services can have a “powerful impact” that they describe as “radical” when it 
comes to business performance [13].

Analyzing the data can be beneficial when evaluating the best time to 
invest in real estate, especially when the decision makers are often family 
members or a group of people with different opinions. The “investment 
environment” includes factors such as available resources and funds, estate 
development and social needs and market capacity to maximize profits 
[14]. “Understanding price dynamics in the real estate market constitute an 
important aspect of diagnosing city growth. Introducing effective policies to 
stabilize price trends and support a sustainable housing market is reinforced by 
having representative price indicators that do not neglect spatial heterogeneity 
and autocorrelation effects” [15]. Besides facilitating users’ ability to find their 
dream property, big data also leads to profits for the company. But, by thinking 
outside the box, it can affect health and safety as well: “Big data generated 
from the smart real estate in the form of occupant data, facilities management, 
and building integration and maintenance can be shared with the disaster 
risk management and emergency response teams to help prevent, prepare, 
respond to, or recover from the disasters” [7].

Conclusion

The user-friendly nature of the Zillow.com website has had people flocking 
to it in droves-whether they are serious about buying in the near future or not. 
By offering a website and app design that mimics the type of social medial 
posts people like to view, they have increased their market appeal. As Zillow 
and similar sites use data visualization and data analytics to interpret customer 
needs and then reflect their desires back to them, they increase the turnaround 
speed of real estate sales and influence the market. Studying the affect and 
applying it in the new ways can change not only real estate, but the way people 
interact as a culture.
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